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Abstract. Technological developments have and will continue to influence our everyday lives. One of them, AI, promises many benefits in various fields, such as medicine, agriculture, or the military. On the other hand, AI advancement encompasses multifaceted risks and challenges, such as data privacy concerns, opaque decision-making, or discrimination against groups or individuals. AI and Big Data have gained more and more importance in military operations all over the globe. The German military has been trailing different approaches to AI-based early crisis detection applications. However, the more insights are gained about AI and the harm human errors in designing algorithms can cause, the more ethical concerns arise. Thus, this paper investigates which ethical challenges the German military is facing while testing and trying to implement AI-based early crisis detection systems.
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1 Introduction

Technological developments have and will continue to influence our everyday lives. One of them, AI, promises many benefits in various fields. AI can support in making medical diagnoses more precise, increasing farming efficiency, or improving the security of citizens (European Commission, 2020). At the same time, AI advancement encompasses multifaceted risks and challenges, such as data privacy concerns, opaque decision-making, or discrimination against groups or individuals [1].

It remains highly difficult to predict the reach and impact new technologies have on society, politics, and security [2]. AI-based systems are increasingly becoming part of our everyday lives, chatbots answer questions on websites, Instagram algorithms show us posts of people we interact with most first, but these systems also change the way militaries across the world are operating. AI and Big Data have gained more and more importance in Military and Defense policies and operations all over the globe, as well as in Germany [3]. Weapon and defense systems have become increasingly complex with the advancing digitalization of the industry. However, governments take quite different stances on how to properly legislate and approach AI utilization in a military context. Germany made it clear that autonomous weapon systems should be pre-emptively banned [5] but utilizing Big Data and AI for predictive purposes such as early crisis detection is a path Germany wants to take.

As our world becomes more and more interconnected, national destabilization due to crisis and war on the other side of the globe can often be felt all over the world [5]. Therefore, the German federal government adopted guiding principles on how to respond to crises and armed conflicts.
which are summarized under the theme of "crisis prevention, conflict resolution, peace promotion" in 2017. These goals are to be reached with the utilization of AI, big data, and clear guidelines on the ethical use of this data. In the past years, the German military has been trailing and developing different approaches to software- and AI-based early crisis detection applications. These systems are to support the German military in preventing wars, supporting those in need quicker, and stabilizing governments. Many countries, such as the US, have tried or are currently introducing early crisis detection systems that could support and improve early responses. Nevertheless, potential pitfalls around the topic fuel the debate in Germany. Crises often develop due to extremely rapid and often unstructured outbreaks of violent conflicts, the sudden deaths of crucial leaders, and other countless human variables must be considered [6]. This makes it difficult to design algorithms that can account for those quickly changing situations.

Ethical concerns regarding the employment of AI-based early crisis detection systems are also becoming louder. Questions regarding privacy, biased data, unfair outcomes due to discrimination, but also misuse of these technologies will need to be addressed before the systems can be employed. Researchers from Oxford University, such as Floridi, Taddeo, Mittelstadt, Wachter, or Allo have become a leading figure in the quest for data ethics and ethical use of technologies [7] [8]. According to Floridi and Taddeo, data ethics can be seen as an ‘evolution’ from the information-centric approach to a more abstract data-centric approach of defining ethics [7]. Mittelstadt et al., [8] explore the distinct lines of research in data ethics divided into ‘ethics of data’, ‘ethics of algorithms’ and ‘ethics of practices’. These research streams are intertwined as all mentioned lines will need to be considered since ethical issues that can arise out of either one of them [7].

Since the ethics of AI in early crisis detection in the German context is a under researched topic, the purpose of this paper is to unravel some of these intertwined lines of research and thus unravel the ethical challenges Germany and its military is facing while aiming for the utilization of AI and big data in their early crisis detection missions. The ethical challenges are manifold and current research might just scratch the surface. The more insights are gained about AI and what harm human errors in designing algorithms can cause, the more ethical concerns arise. Therefore, this paper aims to answer the questions: which ethical challenges the German military is facing while testing and trying to implement AI-based early crisis detection systems?

First, important terms and concepts will be defined, and the conceptual foundation of the ethics debate in AI will be mapped. A special emphasis will be placed on ethics of data, algorithms, and practices, by Mittelstadt et al. [8] combined with Floridi and Taddeo’s research [7]. As this will be the umbrella under which AI supported early crisis detection will be investigated. This section is followed by a thorough literature review to assess the current core trends. Afterward, some technological approaches will be explained in the context of early crisis detection and how the German military is testing its usefulness. Further, the ethical challenges which this process poses will be analyzed by applying the conceptual framework to the case of Germany. Lastly, the conclusion will summarize the main findings and give a possible outlook into the future.

2 Literature Review and Conceptual Framework
2.1 Big Data, AI, and Algorithms

Both concepts, Big Data and AI do not have a commonly agreed-upon definition. Big Data can be considered as an overarching term for large and complex data sets that are derived from one or multiple sources. Processing these datasets requires the support of new technologies as they are too large to be processed through traditional systems [9], [10]. Thus, bluntly put, big data is concerned with all data sets that conventional technology cannot save, analyze, search, distribute, or visualize as they are too large [11].

For example, De Spiegeleire, Maas, and Sweij [12] define AI as “the study of the computations that make it possible to perceive, reason and act, or the automation of intelligent behavior, which is driven by a general study of intelligent agents both biological and artificial.” (p. 27). More concretely, however, AI can replicate human mental skills, such as adaptive learning from experience, strategizing, or pattern recognition [12]. Furthermore, AI is characterized by being an intelligent agent that can "act upon a task, determine the level of success at completion, learn from that experience and alter future behavior to improve future performance on the task" [13, p.1].

Algorithms are simply put a set of instructions that ‘tell’ the AI how to make decisions, on what to base decisions, and trains its intelligence. Hill in Mittelstadt et al. [8] define algorithms as mathematical constructs that take action and have effects when they are implemented (p. 2). According to Emad, the key difference between an algorithm and AI is that the "algorithm(s) define the process through which a decision is made" [14, Slide 18]. AI, on the other hand, uses training data to learn how to make such decisions and to establish patterns and draw conclusions from them [14], [12]. An algorithm works by processing a given input, either under supervision or by making sense of it by itself, and then producing output. If it is the case that the algorithm can make sense of the data itself, this means that it is ‘equipped’ with learning capabilities. Thus, the AI can make sense of the gathered data on its own and provide recommendations based on its analysis, and if desired, induce actions [15].

Through the combination of big data, AI, and algorithms it becomes possible to jump on the bandwagon of other technologies developments that have been designed for different purposes [14], [12]. For example, data and algorithms that have been mined and developed for traffic divergence purposes could prove equally suitable for military and defense purposes.

4th Industrial Revolution

The 4th industrial revolution has first been coined in by Klaus Schwab the founder of the World Economic Forum. The phrase frames the impact emerging technologies, such as AI have on social norms, national political attitudes, economic development or international relations [16] [17]. Luciano Floridi, the Director of the Digital Ethics Lab at the Oxford Internet Institute describes the concept of the fourth revolution from a philosophical and ethical standpoint [18]. This revolution is based on seeing the world as a network and places great emphasis on connections, relationships, and links between the data nodes [18]. Furthermore, Floridi [18] distinguishes between two groups of ethical concerns that must be considered during this fourth industrial revolution.
The first group has been part of debates for some time now: privacy, data, and the right to be forgotten. These issues have entered mainstream discussions already. The second group, which has been less visible and is also considered to be more long-term, is our interaction with technology [16]. Therefore, the crucial question that arises is how technological developments will be influencing us and our interactions over time. The big risk which arises is that we, as humans, will be adapting to the technologies rather than the other way around [16], i.e., that we will make decisions influenced by the technological environment we find ourselves in. This can range from basic advertisements we see while online shopping to deciding to intervene in a crisis region.

**Data Ethics**

Floridi and Taddeo, being pioneer thinkers in the field of data ethics, published a paper [7] on what data ethics is, and how it impacts data science. Data ethics does not only consider computer and information ethics but shifts towards a more abstract level to being data-centric [7]. This shift emphasizes the complexities and different moral dimensions by shedding light on the interactions among hardware, software, and data [7, p.1]. This aspect connects with what Floridi [18] considers to be the crucial part of moving towards a fourth industrial revolution, nodes, networks, and relationships which affect data use. Here, Floridi considers nodes as 'persons' that are dependent on links between the nodes, meaning the link between them is the crucial part of "what makes them what they are" [18].

The hardware does not cause ethical issues but the relationship between the hardware and software and the data which poses new difficulties [7, p. 3]. The increasing use of algorithms and AI and their potential interconnectedness pose many new ethical challenges. Especially ethical issues by algorithmic decision-making are fueling the academic debate. According to Mittelstadt et al. [8], the key to keeping AI and algorithms ethical is for them to be transparent. However, this is highly challenging considering the elaborative analysis and decision-making process of algorithms and AI [8]. Transparency can range from people being aware that they are communicating with a chatbot and not an actual human being to providing open-source tools gain insights about where the data comes from and how it is being analyzed or processed [18], [20]. Operations, choices, and decision-making that previously have been performed by humans are increasingly assigned to be executed by algorithms. Mittelstadt et al., [8] and Floridi and Taddeo [7] share the understanding that there is a shift from the information-centered ethics approach towards a data-centric approach. This means that moral problems related to data, algorithms, and practices need to be studied to formulate and support morally good solutions [7, p.1], [8, p. 6].

Algorithms that are employed to execute classification tasks usually hold two components: a ‘learner’ which in turn produces a ‘classifier’ [8, p. 3]. This process is intended to produce classifications so that the AI can generalize from the data it is being fed. The algorithm places new input into the ‘classifier’ to learn from it and to determine how this input may be classified and what should be done with this information [8]. This suggests that the learning capabilities provide the algorithm with some autonomy. From this follows the difficulty to predict the AI’s recommendations, which poses new ethical challenges. Mittelstadt et al. [8] find six types of ethical concerns raised by algorithms and divide them into Epistemic concerns, which are
drawing from the algorithms’ evidence; *Normative concerns* which are related to outcomes; and lastly the algorithms’ *traceability*.

Ethical problems can arise from *how* data is collected and analyzed. Data can be highly sensitive as assumptions about individuals can be made through connecting data points, meaning it is possible to re-identify people through data mining, -linking, and -merging [7]. This can cause privacy issues. However, in a military and intelligence context this is also a great opportunity to identify key figures in emerging crises. Nevertheless, through the re-identification process certain groups (based on age, gender, ethnic background) to become more transparent [21]. From this, group discrimination can arise [7]. Furthermore, the way of data acquisition is important to consider. How did the actors gain access to the data and who else might be able to access it? According to Hasselbalch, Kofod Olsen, and Tranenberg [22] the rationale that holds, is that every individual should be in control of their data.

Mittelstadt et al. [8], Hasselbalch, Kofod Olsen, and Tranberg [22], and Floridi and Taddeo [7] all place great value on transparency of data to keep it ethical. The purpose and outcomes of data processing must be clear and transparent to trace the process and account for any decisions taken [22]. Overall, transparency is crucial for ethical ‘control’ in AI data use, which is highly difficult to achieve in a military context where sensitive data is handled.

**Ethics of Algorithms**

The increasing complexity and autonomy of algorithms can cause ethical issues as well. Ethics of algorithms is a concept that is thoroughly discussed by Mittelstadt et al. [8]. The increasing reliance on learning capabilities of algorithms can prove to be problematic and is described as transformative effects by Mittelstadt et al. [8]. Transformative effects emerge from ethical failures stemming from the reliance on (semi-)autonomous decision-making AI. This can also occur even if the algorithm was not designed to purposefully inflict harm.

As aforementioned, Mittelstadt et al. [8] define six ethical concerns stemming from the use of algorithms. Epistemic concerns point to the algorithms’ evidence, meaning that evidence can be inconclusive, inscrutable, or misguided. *Inconclusive evidence* can emerge when algorithms draw conclusions from data and produce uncertain knowledge through machine learning techniques or inferential statistics [8]. *Inscrutable evidence* arises from a lack of knowledge about the utilized data but also relates to the difficulty of the interpretation of how many data points are being utilized by the algorithm to provide the conclusions it draws [8]. As algorithms process data they are directly subject to data processing limitations. What they produce as the 'outcome' to classify, make recommendations, or make decisions, can never exceed the input that they have been provided in the first place. This limitation is linked to the concept of *misguided evidence* [8].

The normative concerns Mittelstadt et al. [8] mention are unfair outcomes and transformative effects. *Transformative effects* emerge from ethical failures coming from the reliance on (semi-) autonomous decision-making AI. This does not necessarily mean that the algorithm was meant to cause harm, but it can alter how people conceptualize the world. Therefore, ethical considerations, especially in a military context are crucial. Evaluating algorithms ethically can also be focused on the action executed by them. Those actions can be discriminatory and have unfair outcomes even if they are based on well-founded and conclusive evidence [8]. Lastly, the traceability of algorithms must be considered. This concept leads back to the design and
availability of new technologies and how these can manipulate large sets of personal and other data [8]. When harm is caused by an algorithm it usually is very difficult to find the cause and debug it and further. Thus, tracing the error. Another point of concern arises here, accountability, who will and can be held responsible for harm caused by an AI.

Ethics of Practices
The people and organizations processing data and developing strategies and policies can pose ethical issues. Thus, raising the question of accountability and liability [7]. The goal is to define an ethical framework in which ethical practices foster progress in data science, but also protect the rights of groups and individuals. It is crucial to create an environment that shapes professional codes on how to be responsible and innovative at the same time [7]. Only when such an environment is creates, guidelines on responsibilities, liabilities, and accountability can be addressed. Organizations and people authoritative for developing strategies, policies, and processes can then be guided by the principles and analyze their performances in line with the central points of consent, user privacy, and secondary use [7].

3 Software-Based Early Crisis Detection in the German Military
The process of early crisis detection describes the early identification of political, economic, and social developments that have the potential of turning into conflicts, in societies or countries [5, p. 110]. Making use of early crisis detection provides other countries, but also the affected states, with the opportunity to act accordingly by, for example, de-escalating through peacekeeping missions or mediation. Furthermore, early detection allows accounting for avoidable political ‘surprises’ to be mitigated and reduced [5]. Early crisis detection is a crucial part of Germany’s guiding principles to “crisis prevention, conflict resolution, peace promotion” and to what the federal government calls Germany’s “ethical obligation” towards the world [5, p. 11]. Therefore, Germany plans to further invest in its early crisis detection program by utilizing current AI and big data developments [6], [23], [24]. This is part of the so-called “digital initiative” [24] of the German military.

The goal of the program is to collectively (together with other EU member states) stand against conflicts and Germany, being a credible leader and having influence in the international political environment, plays a crucial part in this effort [5]. Using advancing technologies by applying AI-based systems can support these efforts. AI systems can aid in unraveling patterns that help to identify emerging crises. In those situations, purposive actions taken by Germany can help to sustainably de-escalate intra- or inter-state altercations or identify critical developments in an early stage [12]. The programs are intended to detect crisis developments up to 18 months in advance by gathering data on new developments and reading data from various databases and sources [6]. Since 2014, the German military already uses software systems called ‘Textrapic’ and ‘Brandwatch’ to monitor social media channels to analyze the general mood and opinion of societies [19].

Germany has been researching and exploring various software-based instruments to support its early crisis detection efforts [18]. Programs such as IBM Watson analyze big data and use AI to allow the user to “predict and shape future outcomes” and “automate complex processes” [25]. Watson is a self-learning AI that first was built as a high-performance search engine [6]
and has since been applied in medical diagnosis [20]. This shows how versatile AI has become and it can be adapted to new learning environments. Until mid-2019, IBM Watson has been in a trailing phase in the German military [19], [6]. IBM Watson was built to identify patterns in large data sets and is supposed to detect tendencies of emerging crises that are relevant for Germany in the time frame of six to 18 months [26], [11].

Watson evaluates data from various sources and databases such as the Armed Conflict Location and Event Data Project (ACLED) which has been collecting real-time data from key actors and the number of victims in Africa since the late 1990s [6]. Furthermore, the Global Terrorist Database and the Global Database of Events, Language, and Tone are being monitored as well [19]. Based on this data, developments can be calculated and help predict escalations in similar settings. Not only IBM Watson is being trialed and considered to be beneficial for early crisis detection. The software company SAP also supports the German military by assessing possible equipment and supply bottlenecks [11]. SAP “Analytics” is being tested for predictive maintenance [11] and SAP “Hana” is supposed to process and analyze open data from the worldwide web [19]. SAP Hana works with a ‘predictive analytics library’ which is expected to give insights into economic areas [19]. However, a clear-cut decision on which IT systems will be implemented has not been taken yet.

Naturally, critique is voiced as well. Critics are concerned that extremely rapid and often unstructured outbreaks of violent conflicts, the sudden deaths of crucial leaders, and the countless human variables are impossible to predict [6]. Various ethical concerns are raised as to how data is being acquired, how is it analyzed, and whether there will be an open-source option included for transparency [6]. Another considerable critique that is regularly voiced is the extreme budget this program devours. Around three to four million euros are estimated to be spent annually in the next 15 years on software-based early crisis detection [6]. Worrying here is also a lack of expertise in military staff [23]. Here, correctly gathering data is one obstacle, but handling the AI properly is another. Currently, the German military is lacking appropriately trained and educated IT, staff, at a scale that would be needed to properly handle such advanced AI programs. At present, the analysis task is handled by Deloitte Consultants, but the Center for Intelligence and Security Studies at the German Military University in Munich will have the task of retraining and educating military officers [6].

4 Putting the pieces together
In September 1961, the former German chancellor Willy Brandt addressed the UN with his famous words “Peace is not everything, but without peace, everything is nothing.” Since then, Germany has made it one of their main priorities to support the United Nations and other allies with peace-keeping missions. As a part of this, early crisis detection has become crucial to fulfilling this goal. However, with the advancement of technologies, Germany also needs to adjust its military operations. In the course of a digital initiative of the German Ministry of Defense, the government, and the military are considering various IT-based systems [24]. Nonetheless, most of these systems have been around for a long time already, such as IBM Watson which has been introduced as a high-performing search engine, in 2010 [11]. According to the federal budget plan [27, p. 60–64], around 1.04% of the defense budget is aimed to be invested in the 'innovative application of AI'. However, this budget needs to be distributed
between all AI initiatives and not only be spend on early crisis detection. Considering that AI ethics is still a rather niche concern in the military context, the limited budget and attention received, it appears unlikely that ethical research initiatives will receive funding soon.

The German military budget has been shrinking since the 1990s. The German military does not only need to uphold ethical standards in their daily routines and deployments, but also the increasingly more important digital space. Transparency considerations, a core component in keeping AI and algorithms ethical, suggest that it should be comprehensible where the gathered data is coming from. The answer of the Bundesregierung [11] to the question of what kind of data will be processed remains rather untransparent as it states that they will access information from “unstructured and structured data from open but also from classified sources” (p. 10). However, they are being more transparent when it comes to disclosing databases that have been attached to the event databases that will be utilized to gather appropriate data and how the sources will be evaluated. The Armed Conflict Location & Event Data, Global Database of Events, Language and Tone, and the Global Terrorism Database have been attached and are continuously validated by the University of the German Military in Munich but also other data from sources that cannot be disclosed will be used [11, p. 10].

Naturally, in a national security domain, full transparency is impossible to achieve and also not desirable. Much of the data is classified and cannot be shared as then also enemies could access it [28]. However, there needs to be a middle ground where clear guidelines can be shared on how data is gathered, what is considered crucial, and what actions were taken based on the analysis. The issues that arise with the use of classified and red data, (data that cannot be collected through openly accessible databases) [6], cannot be left unmentioned. Especially red data makes a hard case against transparency. Nevertheless, EU and national values must also be upheld when utilizing AI. The first steps are being taken with peace ethics workshops for the military in which ‘ethics and digitalization and AI’ are being addressed [29].

Another issue that ties in here, is that the German military is still developing guidelines on how to use data ethically and not infringe on any privacy laws [30], [31]. Here the concept of transformative effects comes into play. Clear guidelines need to be developed to assure that the algorithm of Watson does not exclude data or triggers inappropriate actions by its analysis [8]. The Bundesregierung [30] states that early crisis detection specialized staff will develop a response. However, this is where some members of the Bundestag fear misuse of technology that cannot be monitored without clear guidelines [23]. The quality of the gathered data is often unclear as well as how the algorithms weigh the individual pieces of data. Therefore, it is crucial to develop guidelines that keep the technology and staff in check to avoid misuse. The new technology could be turned into a surveillance tool that could potentially be misused in accessing online communications or even be used to repel refugees when it falls into the wrong hands [23].

Algorithms

The output that algorithms, such as Watson, generate is derived from inferential statistics and/or machine learning techniques [8]. This means that the conclusions being drawn from the output are probable but also uncertain since (important) information can still be missed if it does not fit into the algorithm’s computation. This potential bottleneck is defined by Mittelstadt et al, [8] as inconclusive evidence. Especially in the context of the military’s use of AI early crisis
detection, ethical issues can arise by potentially missing events that might not be included in the algorithm. Specifically, in early crisis detection sudden events such as the death of a key actor can play a crucial role and change the dynamics quickly. If the algorithm misses an event or does not weigh it appropriately, as it has not been programmed to do so, it might suggest an incorrect response. Here the question of ethical responsibility and accountability becomes pressing.

The German military [11] states there will always be a human component at the end of the decision-making chain, who will make the final decision to either act or not to. However, in the case of inconclusive evidence, it could happen that something might not be flagged, leading the staff to not even reviewing it and trusting the AI. Therefore, the ethics of AI construction and ethics of AI use are crucial to handling AI and algorithms ethically and transparently. By making sense of information by itself through learning capabilities, the algorithm can provide recommendations. This suggests that the learning capabilities provide the algorithm with some degree of autonomy, which makes it difficult to predict the AI recommendations. Furthermore, this also complicates the traceability and transparency of the automated decision-making process that leads to the recommendations. This, in turn, makes ethical design and use crucial so that it is possible to account for the output generated through the algorithms learning capabilities [19], [20].

Nevertheless, the impact of this autonomy remains uncertain to some. As a result, tasks performed by machine learning are difficult to predict. On the one hand, the data used by these prediction systems is gathered from worldwide databases and building models [6]. On the other hand, a great obstacle for early crisis detection is the inaccessibility of so-called red data. This can lead to a situation where all openly accessible data points to "no emerging crisis" in a scenario but one secret source reports that they hold governmental intelligence about a planned strike that will cause a crisis [6]. This unbalanced information input can cause issues in generating balanced outcomes. Thus, the AI might not know that the one secret source should be weighed much higher than the other openly accessible sources and the generated outcome will not reflect reality.

The 4th Industrial Revolution in the Military Context
According to Floridi’s [18] understanding, the 4th industrial revolution focuses on the interaction between people and technology. Not only can technologies steer us into directions to buy something or to behave in a certain way, but they can also influence us to such an extent that people will behave differently around certain technologies. For example, while driving one can use apps to detect where there are speed cameras are, or sometimes people know their locations from experience. At those locations, people will adhere to the speed limit to avoid being fined. The same logic holds for more profound topics such as early crisis detection. There will be a very thin line to walk to use the AI systems for crisis prevention and not let them turn into a surveillance machine.

Andrej Hunko, a member of the German Bundestag for the Left Party, criticizes the early crisis detection initiatives. In an interview with Brühl [23], he voiced concerns over the "civil-military glance into a crystal ball that is supposed to help repel refugees, prepare interventions or help winning wars". This is a rather dark view on early crisis detection, but one that should be considered. If these crisis detection technologies fall into wrong hands, a lot of harm can be
caused, especially considering the ethical problems the German military has been fighting for a long time [32]. Racism and discrimination are issues that continuously cause issues in the military’s structure. They will not suddenly disappear and can possibly even be elevated by AI through enhancing biased views. These are ethical issues that need to be considered as they could increase structural discrimination and legal and ethical frameworks that could account for this are still far from well-established.

Another issue that is aligned with the 4th industrial revolution is the possible adaption of people, which has been mentioned earlier. When the early crisis detection application is spread out more and more with the continuous development of the technology, it is likely that the public views is as a surveillance instrument. Is it ethical to track everyone’s phone GPS data, simply because someone has maybe been in proximity to a key actor of a social uprising without them knowing? This question needs investigation as well as whether people might adjust their behavior so that they cannot be traced even if they are not planning an uprising or engaging in another critical action. People might lose trust and the little trust that is left in privacy in digital communication could be lost completely [23]. Ethical boundaries will need to be established and communicated to the public so that people will not feel subjected to unnecessary surveillance.

Unfair Outcomes, Biases, and Gaps in Data

Another crucial ethical consideration is: where does the training data from which the AI learns come from? Regardless of which program will be implemented, the data acquisition will affect the outcome [8]. The normative concern of unfair outcomes is crucial to consider in the context of ethical early crisis detection AI applications. A popular example of the importance of balanced and unbiased data has been shown by Amazon’s recruitment practices. Amazon’s employed a recruitment AI that was favoring male applicants over female applicants for technical positions. The reason for that was that the AI was programmed to detect patterns in resumes that have been received during the past ten years, and most of those came from male applicants [33]. Thus, the self-learning program taught itself to favor men since their resumes have been successful in the past. This trained the AI to implement the patterns into its future calculations and decision making leading to unfair outcomes.

However, when we place this error into the early crisis detection context, the issue that arises goes far beyond gender discrimination in the workplace. Human lives, economies, social structures, and governments are at stake. The AI produces suggestions based on what it is being fed and this ultimately reflects imperfect human history. The question, therefore, is not, does this data also include biases, but rather: which biases are embedded in the data? The AI’s algorithms are programmed in a way that it learns from past events and mirrors decisions and responses that have been taken [22].

Nevertheless, there are invisible gaps in the data. For example, unconscious biases of researchers that investigate the emergence of crises are not uncommon, especially regarding the role of women in conflict. Nevertheless, women are a crucial component in understanding the unfolding of crises, whether this concerns the disappearance of women but also how “radicalization processes for women bring them into the fold of insurgency” [34]. Those gaps in research and biased data can cause various ethical issues. Racial or ethnic profiling is another one that has gained more attention in a post-September 11 world. Especially in the United States, these issues have caused upstir when it has been discovered that racial profiling is implicit in
some machine learning algorithms [35]. Thus, the algorithms employed by the early crisis
detection system could possibly flag people incorrectly based on their skin color, religion, or
other characteristics. This ethical issue needs attention when legal frameworks will be
established to guide the early crisis detection operations.

Crisis are emerging much quicker than in the past and have different dynamics. For instance,
the Arab Spring emerged through people connecting on Twitter [36]. This has been the first
time a social uprising has been organized via social media on such a scale. Nowadays the AI
has been programmed to recognize those patterns and can indeed screen for certain buzzwords,
interactions between known key actors or people who are becoming more and more active on
social media and other online platforms. But what happens when a new platform is built or
people are starting to connect through offline channels again? This will be something new for
the AI and has many unknown variables, that might not be programmed into the algorithms
[15], [12].

Ethical and Legal frameworks that govern data acquisition, data processing, and data tracking,
are crucial in stepping forward with early crisis detection AI. Even if the technology is still far
from being completely where we would like it to be, in the defense sphere it is extremely
important to already consider legal and ethical implications and thus, recognize measures for
responsible supervision, regulation, and governance [12]. De Spiegeleire, Maas, and Sweijis [12]
also indicate, however, that this is not a zero-sum game and if the AI application is balanced
and handled properly it can come with innumerable positive implications. Along with these
considerations, it also needs to be examined to what extent the AI is being planned to be self-
learning. Little information about the German military’s intentions has been made available to
the public on this matter.

Transparency
The ethical analysis of the early crisis detection system offers a compass for governance
regulations. This ‘governance compass’ provides direction for legislators to align with
Germany’s values and social expectations of how the country should implement the new early
crisis detection system [14] to account for transparency, of the decisions taken, the roles of the
system, and the responsibilities that need to be taken. The legislation, regulations, and general
rules and procedures need to be clearly established and transparently communicated before the
employment of the AI early crisis detection systems. Furthermore, the question of accountability
is still a pressing issue that needs much more attention in future research [12]. Especially, an
EU-wide initiative on how to assure and organize accountability would be beneficial.

Transparency also needs to be considered with the application of AI algorithms in different
contexts. Watson, for example, has been proven to be highly versatile as it first was intended as
a high-performance search engine, and has since been applied in weather forecasting and
medical diagnosis [20]. This variety and adaptably shows how capable it is to function in
different environments to deliver new output. However, these adaption processes will also need
to be taken under investigation and happen transparently. Screening for possible emerging crises
is a much more sensitive topic compared to how the weather might be tomorrow.

Conflict and crisis hold a highly unpredictable human component, which is impossible to control
and makes early crisis detection extremely difficult. However, it is crucial in increasing a
nation’s bargaining power [24], [3]. The unstructured outbreaks or rapidly changing emerging events due to social media usage, make early crisis detection so difficult. Therefore, IBM Watson and the other systems still must prove that they indeed are valuable platforms for early crisis detection and are versatile enough to be re-designed for their intended purposes.

5 Conclusion

The ethical challenges stemming from introducing AI-based early crisis detection applications are multifaceted and call for equally versatile solutions. Much more needs to be done regarding ethical responsibility and military AI usage. The German military holds great responsibility to gather and use data ethically before deploying such systems. Therefore, this paper examined some of the ethical challenges the government will be facing when implementing AI-based early crisis detection systems, by applying concepts defined by Floridi and Taddeo [7] and Mittelstadt et al. [8]. Data ethics is still a developing field and has gained more attention in the past but will also need much more debate and awareness in the future since it is impacting almost everyone’s lives.

The relevance of data ethics in the context of military use is supported by the theoretical framework since the actions either taken by the AI or the recommendations provided by it have an impact on human lives. The analysis has shown that there are gaps in crisis development research, biases in data collection, and harmful algorithm design, which all can lead to unfair outcomes. AI is already impacting most people’s lives and employing more and more AI applications in the military will have even greater impacts on our lives. Great opportunities such as preventing wars, supporting those in need quicker, and stabilizing governments can come from the advancements; but the risks are not to be undermined. The impact this development might eventually have on our behavior can only be speculated.

Transparency which is one of the key factors to keeping technology and AI ethical is extremely difficult to achieve in a military and defense context. It will not be possible to make the codes and algorithms completely open-source as classified sensitive data will be handled, and it will also not be in Germany’s interest to disclose this information. Further challenges will be the training and education of the staff that is supposed to operate the early crisis detection applications. More challenges lie ahead as the German military currently is lacking qualified staff to execute the operations and also will need to implement ethics training to ensure ethical compliance.

There are many more ethical challenges that require attention and further research will need to be conducted to gain greater insight into the potential bottlenecks and pitfalls. Therefore, it is of utmost importance for the German government to establish guidelines and frameworks that govern the AI and big data utilization of early crisis detection systems to account for ethical challenges. Even with the existence of an extensive legal basis, it will be highly difficult to account for accountability when harm is caused due to the utilization of AI. More research and initiatives will be needed to advance the ethics research and avoid the AI being turned into a surveillance tool, or cause harm and eventually cost human lives.
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